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CAT.NET is a binary code analysis tool that helps identify common variants of certain prevailing
vulnerabilities that can give rise to common attack vectors such as Cross-Site Scripting (XSS), SQL
Injection and XPath Injection. CAT.NET is a snap-in to the Visual Studio IDE that helps you identify
security flaws within a managed code (C#, Visual Basic.NET, J#) application you are developing. It
does so by scanning the binary and/or assembly of the application, and tracing the data flow among
its statements, methods, and assemblies. This includes indirect data types such as property
assignments and instance tainting operations. The engine works by reading the target assembly and
all reference assemblies used in the application -- module-by-module -- and then analyzing all of the
methods contained within each. It finally displays the issues its finds in a list that you can use to
jump directly to the places in your application's source code where those issues were found. The
following rules are currently support by this version of the tool. - Cross Site Scripting (XSS) - SQL
Injection - Process Command Injection - File Canonicalization - Exception Information - LDAP
Injection - XPATH Injection - Redirection to User Controlled Site Requirements: CAT.NET cannot be
installed if Visual Studio is already installed. Installation will overwrite the Visual Studio tools to
v10.0. Download CAT.NET (.NET Framework 4.6.1) CAT.NET Component Download Instructions -----
------------------- 1. Launch the CAT.NET Framework Installer that comes with your license key. 2.
Select the version of.NET Framework that you want to install and choose the components that you
want. 3. Click the Finish button. 4. On the next dialog, accept all the default settings. 5. Click the OK
button. 6. Click Finish to complete the installation process. 7. Click Close to exit the Component
Installer. 8. The CAT.NET tool will be available on your Visual Studio menu. Choose the menu item
Analyze (CTS.NET Tools.Analyze) to start analysis of your projects. 9. To add a new rule, choose
Tools.Rules and then New Rule. 10. Use the browse dialog to specify the path to your custom ruleset
and then the name for your rule. 11. Click Add Rule. 12. To install your custom ruleset, select it and
then click the Install button.
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?PID - Process ID of the process that contains the method. ?CommandLine - Command Line of the
process that contains the method. ?ModuleID - Module ID of the module that contains the method.
?FileID - File ID of the source code file that contains the method. ?MethodID - Method ID of the
method. ?LineNumber - Line Number of the method that contains the analysis. ?Code - Source code
of the method containing the analysis. ?Type - Type of the method containing the analysis. ?Operand
- Operand of the instruction that contains the analysis. ?Message - Message for the analysis.
?UnhandledException - Unhandled Exception for the analysis. KEYMACRO Flags: ?S - If the message
is split across multiple lines, and it is not possible to determine the original line numbers of the
message, this flag will be set. ?S?OPC - If the message is split across multiple lines, and it is not
possible to determine the original line numbers of the message, but the message is due to an
occurrence of?Opc++, this flag will be set. ?W - This is a global flag for all messages. If the message
is shown in a list and the filter is the same as the default filter, it is also set. ?W?OPC - If the
message is split across multiple lines, and it is not possible to determine the original line numbers of
the message, but the message is due to an occurrence of?Opc++, and the filter is the same as the



default filter, this flag will be set. ?W?S?OPC - If the message is split across multiple lines, and it is
not possible to determine the original line numbers of the message, but the message is due to an
occurrence of?Opc++, and the filter is the same as the default filter, this flag will be set. ?F - If the
message is split across multiple lines, and the message is not originally shown, this flag will be set.
?F?OPC - If the message is split across multiple lines, and the message is not originally shown, but
the message is due to an occurrence of?Opc++, this flag will be set. ?F?S?OPC - If the message is
split across multiple lines, and the message is not originally shown, but the message is due to an
occurrence of?Opc 2edc1e01e8
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* Microsoft Code Analysis Tool.NET (CAT.NET) helps you to identify common variants of certain
prevalent vulnerabilities that can give rise to common attack vectors such as Cross-Site Scripting
(XSS), SQL Injection and XPath Injection. * The tool builds on the framework of Binary Code
Analysis. For example, instead of having to find the exact string in the source code, the engine can
identify these issues within the bytecode, instead of having to trace exactly how a value is assigned
to a string object. * As a managed-code analysis tool, CAT.NET allows you to specify the scope of
analysis you want to make to the binary of the application. For example, rather than having to
identify issues for the entire application, you could instead specify to only identify issues for the
managed code that is compiled in the "Release" build configuration. * CAT.NET's tooling is built on
top of the.NET Framework's static analysis rules. For example, the engine uses assembly attributes
to mark problematic portions of code, such as using reflection, having unsafe code, or being affected
by non-standard build configurations. * As a managed-code analysis tool, CAT.NET allows you to
specify the scope of analysis you want to make to the binary of the application. For example, rather
than having to identify issues for the entire application, you could instead specify to only identify
issues for the managed code that is compiled in the "Release" build configuration. The following
picture is showing the Diagnostic area of the CAT.NET Tool window which shows the Diagnostics
status with the name of the concerned Diagnostics and the Diagnostics number The following
picture is showing the Exceptions area of the CAT.NET Tool window which shows the available
Exception objects of the concerned Diagnostics and their corresponding diagnostic numbers. The
following pictures are showing the CallStack area of the CAT.NET Tool window which shows the Call
Stack for the current Diagnostic and the CallStack information along with the exception's diagnostic
number. The following picture is showing the Code area of the CAT.NET Tool window which shows
the entire source code in the concerned Diagnostic The following picture is showing the code for the
diagnostic errors of the concerned Diagnostics The following picture is showing the Messages
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What's New In Microsoft Code Analysis Tool .NET (CAT.NET)?

CAT.NET is a binary code analysis tool that helps identify common variants of certain prevailing
vulnerabilities that can give rise to common attack vectors such as Cross-Site Scripting (XSS), SQL
Injection and XPath Injection. CAT.NET is a snap-in to the Visual Studio IDE that helps you identify
security flaws within a managed code (C#, Visual Basic.NET, J#) application you are developing. It
does so by scanning the binary and/or assembly of the application, and tracing the data flow among
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its statements, methods, and assemblies. This includes indirect data types such as property
assignments and instance tainting operations. The engine works by reading the target assembly and
all reference assemblies used in the application -- module-by-module -- and then analyzing all of the
methods contained within each. It finally displays the issues its finds in a list that you can use to
jump directly to the places in your application's source code where those issues were found. The
following rules are currently support by this version of the tool. - Cross Site Scripting - SQL Injection
- Process Command Injection - File Canonicalization - Exception Information - LDAP Injection -
XPATH Injection - Redirection to User Controlled Site 1 Version 1.1 Submission Date Sep 5, 2008
Dependencies CAT.NET 1.1 requires Visual Studio 2002, Visual Studio 2005 and Visual Studio 2008.
Downloads Details First time Download? If this is your first time using a free product download,
please download and install the End User Licensing Agreement (EULA) by clicking the link below. It
may also be useful to read our Terms of Use as they set out the conditions for use of the Free
Software. End User Licensing Agreement (EULA) The new version of CAT.NET 1.1 does not contain
a EULA. If you install this product, you agree to use it in accordance with the end user license
agreement that is included with it. Download links Actions How do I get support for this product?
For technical support please contact your Visual Studio support. If you are a registered Visual Studio
user, you can download the full Visual Studio support resources and instructions for use: What is a
SAST? In the IT security world a SAST or Static Application Security Testing (SAST) is the process of
identifying vulnerabilities in an application by identifying its source code, analyzing its compiled
output to see if there are any issues, and then manually testing the application’s functional
capabilities to see if the identified problems exist in practice. CAT.NET is an SAST tool that helps
identify common variants of certain prevailing vulnerabilities that can give rise to common attack
vectors such as Cross-Site Scripting (XSS), SQL



System Requirements For Microsoft Code Analysis Tool .NET (CAT.NET):

OS: Windows XP, Windows 7, Windows 8 Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo Memory: 2 GB Graphics:
GeForce 8600 GT DirectX: Version 9.0 Network: Broadband internet connection Hard Drive: 2 GB
available space Sound Card: DirectX 9.0 compatible sound card Mouse: Microsoft IntelliMouse (or
equivalent) Keyboard: Standard USB keyboard (or equivalent) Additional Notes: This game is very
buggy so you should expect some minor glitches when first running
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